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                           Abstract 
   The Eulerian and the Lagrangian characteristics of turbulence in a two-dimensional free 
 surface shear flow are investigated both theoretically and experimentally. Using the  Kolmo-
 gorov's similarity theory, a whole aspect of one-dimensional turbulence energy spectrum can 
 be determined by the two among three fundamental turbulence parameters, that is, the 
 turbulence intensity, the Eulerian integral scale and the energy dissipation rate, and by the 
 kinematic viscosity of fluid. Some turbulence parameters may be expressed in forms of 
 universal function dependent on the relative depth alone, through the Reynolds number 
 similarity. 
   The experimental results of probability distribution show that the Gaussian distribution can 
 not always be applied for the turbulent velocity in a free surface shear flow, and the character-
 istics of probability distribution may be explained qualitatively by the effect of an intermittent 
 violent motion generated near the channel bed. The power law of -5/3 for the Eulerian 
 spectrum and of -2 for the Lagrangian spectrum are verified through laboratory experiments, 
 and the specific forms of universal function for the turbulence intensity, the Eulerian 
 integral scale and the energy dissipation rate are also determined. 
1. Introductory Statement 
 After the statistical theory  of turbulence was introduced by  Taylor,”." the charac-
teristics of turbulence in various fields have been investigated both theoretically and 
experimentally by many  researchers.3' In the field  of hydraulic engineering, many 
practical problems, such as the diffusion or the dispersion of waste waters and the 
transport of sediment, depend on turbulent motion. However, there is little informa-
tion concerning the turbulence characteristics in open channel flows because of the 
deficiency of a suitable instrument for water flows. 
 Many methods and instruments have been tried for the investigation of water 
turbulence. These include the total head tube," the propeller-type current  meter,s''') 
the hot-film  flowmeter,") the ultrasonic  flowmeter,9) the electrokinetic  transducer" 
and so on. Each of them can not satisfy perfectly the conditions of stability, respon-
sibility, linearity, directional resolvability of velocity vector, simplicity of handling, 
and low cost. Therefore, the practice of turbulence measurements in open channel 
flow has been limited to controlled and simplified conditions. 
 This paper deals with the Eulerian and the Lagrangian turbulence characteristics 
in a two-dimensional free surface shear flow. In Section 2, using the Kolmogorov's 
similarity theory which has been applied to various fields of turbulence, a whole 
aspect of Eulerian one-dimensional wave-number spectrum is characterized by the 
two among three fundamental parameters, that is, the turbulence intensity, the
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Eulerian integral scale and the energy dissipation rate. In Section 3, these parameters 
may be described in forms of universal function by the application of the Reynolds 
number similarity,  and the specific forms of universal function will be proposed through 
theoretical and dimensional considerations. Section 4 deals with the statistical 
effects of finite evaluating time for turbulence parameters, which will be important 
in the practice of turbulence measurements. 
 The Eulerian measurements of turbulence in free surface shear flows were carried 
out with a hot-film anemometer in the laboratory channel and with a propeller-dynamo 
current meter in the field canal, while the Lagrangian measurements were made by 
the tracking of floating particle-tracers on the free surface. The results obtained 
are summarized in Section 5. The Eulerian wave-number spectrum, which may be 
replaced by the frequency spectrum under the assumption of frozen turbulence, will 
be expressed by -5/3 power law in the inertial sub-range, while the Lagrangian 
frequency spectrum will be expressed by -2 power law. Furthermore, the specific 
forms of universal function for the turbulence intensity, the Eulerian integral scale 
and the energy dissipation rate will be determined. 
  Some of the results in this paper have been published previously by the author. 
 11)02)  ,I3) 
2. Basic Characteristics of Turbulence Spectrum 
 2.1  Kolmogoroy  s Similarity Theory 
  The Eulerian space-correlation coefficient R(x) between the turbulent velocities 
at two points apart a distance x is defined as 
 R(x)-u(x0)  u(xo+x)  /  242  (2.1) 
and the Eulerian integral scale L, which was suggested by  Taylorn as a possible 
definition of the average size of eddies, is given by 
 L=C  R(x)dx  (2.2) 
                        
•  o 
provided that the integral converges. The assumption of homogeneity is implied in 
these expressions. 
  The Eulerian one-dimensional wave-number spectrum, S(k), which shows how 
the average power of turbulent velocity is distributed over wave-numbers, is given 
by the Fourier transform of the space-correlation coefficient, so that 
 suo=  u-              R(x)  cos  kx dx  (2.3) 
                                 7r -  D 
    When k is much smaller than  2r/L, it follows from Eqs. (2.2) and (2.3) 
         S(k)=-2Isz L for  0<k  €2x/L  (2.4) 
 This expression means that there exists the wave-number range in which the one-
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dimensional spectrum is independent on k. Such range is referred to as the energy 
containing range or the energy production range. 
 For the range of high wave—numbers, the hypothesis of Kolmogorov's similarity 
theory  ""),") may be applied under the condition of a sufficiently high Reynolds 
number and the spectrum will be obtained from dimensional considerations, then 
 S(k)—S,c2  3k-5 for  27r/L  Ck  <27c/1  (2,5) 
in which S,  ; a universal constant,  E; the turbulence energy dissipation rate per unit 
mass and time,  1  ; Kolmogorov's local scale, defined by 
 1=  (vs  /  '  (2.6) 
and  v is the kinematic viscosity of fluid. This range is referred to as the inertial 
sub—range, in which the average properties of turbulence are determined by the 
quantity  c alone. Strictly speaking, the expression of Eq.  (2.5) can not be applied to 
one—dimensional spectrum but to three-dimensional spectrum, although this equation 
is broadly used as an approximate  expression.") 
  The viscosity effect becomes predominant for the range of sufficiently high wave-
numbers, referred to as the range of viscous dissipation, and the average properties 
of turbulence are determined uniquely by the quantities of c and v. In this range, 
the dimensional analysis is not deterministic and produces various forms of spectra, 
for example, 
 S(k)=-S„(€101e-3 for  k>  r  (2.7) 
and/or 
 S  (k)=  ,St  (€2  11.1)k-7 for  k>  2r//  (2.  7') 
in which  S, and  St are universal constants. Eq. (2.7) is consistent with the result of 
 Inoue,") while the expression of Eq. (2.7') is similar to that of  Heisenberg."' 
 Fig.  2-1 shows an outline of the Eulerian one-dimensional wave-number spectrum 
using a log-log plot. It may be understood from this figure that each of the spectra 
in three ranges described above will be approximated  by a power law. The 
transition wave-numbers,  ka from the production to the inertial range and  lel 
from the inertial to the viscous range, are obtained from the combination of Eqs.  (2.  5), 
(2.6) and (2.7), so that 
 kL —(r5E)3/5(±E-Y'S L-5  (2.8) 
            2u'' 
          ki—(S')" 
 S.(2.  9) 
in which  /Et=  (2.0)172. In Eq. (2.8), assuming that 
 (2.10) 
in which  C is a universal constant,  leL will be inversely proportional to L, and  k1L
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             Fig. 2-1 Schematic illustration of the Eulerian one-dimensional 
                        wave-number spectrum (for uni-structural turbulence). 
proportional to  is', respectively. This fact means that the property of turbulence 
energy production may be characterized by the quantities of length-scale L and 
energy-magnitude  O. 
 On the other hand, the Lagrangian frequency spectrum  SL(f) may be obtained 
from the similar consideration, so that 
 SL(f)=4u2TE for  0<f  €1/Tz  (2,11) 
 SL(f)=SzEer for  1/T1Cf  €1fiL  (2.12) 
 S1(f)=Sn(0/0"1" for  f>  l/tz (2.13) 
in which  SL, and  SG; universal constants,  TL; the Lagrangian integral time-scale, and 
 h  ; the Lagrangian dissipation time-scale, defined as 
 tE=(,/()1/2  (2,14) 
  The transition frequencies  fry and  fa, similar to  le, and  k,, will be 
                  SzEV"I (Tx               ')12Tz-i  (2.15)            frz=(4
 fri=(Sz"-)ti'  (2,16)
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in which  alL/t472 in Eq.  (2,15) may be replaced by a universal constant. 
 It should be noticed that the Lagrangian frequency spectrum in the inertial sub-
range is described by -2 power law, while the Eulerian wave-number spectrum in 
that range by -5/3 power law. 
 2.2 Spectrum of Multi-Structural Turbulence 
 As already examined in the  atmospheric"' and the  oceanic"' turbulence, the 
structure of the turbulence in a natural river may be characterized by various factors, 
to which, for example, the depth and the width of flow, the length-scale of sand-
waves on the river bed, the radius of meandering and so on, will be suggested. The 
 turbulence will be "multi-structural" when the effects of these factors are comparable, 
and will be "uni-structural" when the effect of any single factor is predominant and 
others are negligible. Therefore, some considerations should be necessary to extract 
the turbulence characteristics corresponding to the certain factor from the overall 
features of multi-structural turbulence. 
   For simplicity, consider a tripple-structural turbulence in which the turbulence 
energy production is characterized by three kinds of length-scale and of energy-mag-
nitude. Then the overall turbulence spectrum is expressed as (see Fig.2-2) 
 ( log  k5(k)  ) range controlled range controlled range controlled 
               by factor  1 by factor 2 by factor 3 
          3E 34 
     (2/3) IT2 A^ 
         1 -2/3 
       (2/3)  n22....  1
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     (2/3)  u32  1 1- 
                             m          ww -2/3 g 
                          g,  cm  .   m 
      ...          . 2              Vs, .        . . 
         3 0            - 3 0                                                                                                  A) t-\ 0     0 0 0  .;,'
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       Fig. 2-2 Schematic illustration of the Eulerian one-dimensional wave-number 
                spectrum for multi-structural turbulence. 
 S  (k)  =  S  i  (k)  +  S  2(k)  +  S  3(k) 
in which subscripts are referred to each factor. It may be assumed that each 
spectrum has own properties as described in 2.1. Then, the following conditions 
should be satisfied in order to extract the turbulence characteristics corresponding to 
the factor  2,
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 (k2.-it)<1 and       ul  (13.ng)<1                    ui^kL  (2.17) 
 For a uniform flow in a rectangular open channel, two factors of the depth and 
the width are essentially nominated as the characterizing factors of the turbulence 
field. Denoting the turbulence characteristics corresponding to the depth by the 
addition of subscript H and to the width by B,  kill will be then proportional to the 
reciprocal value of H, and  kLu to that of B, respectively. When  kL8 is sufficiently 
small compared to  kin the spectrum, whose energy production  is  characterized by 
H and  RR', can be separated from that characterized by  B and  us', and the following 
procedure will be proposed to extract the quantities of  um',  kur and  Es. 
  Assuming the following simple  form") for the Eulerian one-dimensional wave-
number spectrum 
 2u'L  
                            7r 
 S(k)— (2,  18)                    (1+ 3Lk/
r)5 
then, the abscissa of the intersection of two asymptotic spectra on a log-log plot, 
that is, the transition wave-number  h from the production to the inertial range, 
becomes (see Fig.2-2) 
    kL=±L-1  (2.  19)               3 
and the ordinate of the intersection becomes 
 LkS(kr)1=  23  Is'  (2.20) 
• 
 Therefore, if the power laws of  1 and -2/3 are possibly applied to the production and 
the inertial ranges of kS(k) characterized by H and  7iAr2,  LR and  RR' will be determined 
from the abscissa and the ordinate of the intersection of two spectra, respectively. 
The energy dissipation rate will be obtained from the spectrum in the inertial sub-
range, or from Eq. (2.10) with the values of  Ls and  us' determined above, in which 
the universal constant C becomes from Eqs. (2.8), (2A0) and (2.19) to be 
          C=7r-( 2)3" 
    33S, (2.21) 
 This procedure can not be applied when the width-depth ratio is not so large, and 
furthermore the value of C depends on the form of turbulence spectrum adopted. 
2.3 Frequency Spectrum 
 When the velocity is measured at a fixed point, the Eulerian  time  -correlation 
cofficient R(t), usually referred to as the  auto  -correlation coefficient, is defined by 
the similar manner to the space-correlation coefficient. And the Eulerian one-dimen-
sional frequency spectrum S(f) is given by the Fourier transform of R(t), that is 
 S(f)=4  z.L2  
o  R(t)  cos  af  t dt  (2.22) 
in which f is expressed in cycles per unit time.
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 S(f) is related to the wave-number spectrum  S(k) as 
 S(f)=S(k)  dk/df  (2.23) 
in which k is expressed in radians per unit length. 
 The phase velocity Up will be defined as 
 Up=21tfik  (2.24) 
 When S(f), S(k) and Up are expressed as 
 S(f)—  f  a,  S(k)—kb, and  Up(f)—fr or  Up(k)-10  (2.25) 
in which a, b and a or  f3 are constants, and  a#1,  ,3  t-1, it follows from Eqs. (2.23) 
and (2.24) that 
        b- a b a  
      b4-1 or  a+1 (2.26) 
 Under the assumption of frozen turbulence, the time-correlation coefficient R(t) is 
equal to the space-correlation coefficient R(x) when  t=  JOU, in which U is the 
mean velocity, then 
        S(f)=2zrS(k) and f= 277k  (2.27) 
Eq. (2.27) shows that there is a linear relationship between wave-number and fre-
quency, and that the phase velocity is equal to the mean velocity independent of 
a wave-number or a frequency. 
 Using the spectrum characteristics expressed by  Ogura") and  Gifford"' for a 
perfect non-frozen turbulence, that is 
 S(f)--7, and  S(k)-1?-6 3  (2.28) 
the phase velocity becomes 
 Up(f)--f-1'2 or  Up(k)--k-'  (2.  29) 
which means that a large-scale turbulence is convected faster than a small-scale one. 
This is the extreme case in which the turbulent velocity is much larger than the 
mean velocity. Usually, the turbulent velocity in open channel flow is smaller than 
the  mean velocity and the assumption of frozen turbulence will hold approximately. 
 Hino29 has obtained the spectrum of sand-waves in the equilibrium range with 
the similar method described above. That is, using -3 power law for wave-number 
spectrum deduced from dimensional considerations, he has obtained -2 power law for 
frequency spectrum in the equilibrium range through the assumption for the phase 
velocity,  Up(k)—k-1. Adopting the law of  Up(k)—k-t", which has been examined 
by  Ashida26 and  Squarer,") the above -2 power law for frequency spectrum will be 
replaced by -7/3 power law. Since the difference of these expressions is very little, 
it is difficult to determine the superiority of each expression exprimentally.
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3. Description of Turbulence Characteristics in Forms of Universal Function 
 3.1 Principle of Reynolds Number Similarity 
 It is well known as the principle of Reynolds number similarity that geometrically 
similar turbulent flows are similar at all sufficiently high Reynolds  numbers.28' In 
the case of a free surface turbulent shear flow, the whole flow can not be independ-
ent of the fluid viscosity because of the existence of a viscous sublayer, and the 
principle of Reynolds number similarity can only be applied to the fully turbulent 
region of the flow, over which the direct action of the viscosity on the mean flow 
is negligible. Within this region, the mean and the turbulent motions are determined 
by the boundary condition of the flow alone, and are independent of the fluid viscosity. 
 Applying the principle of Reynolds number similarity to a two-dimensional free 
surface turbulent shear flow, the characteristics of the mean and the turbulent motion 
are normalized by the representative quantities of geometric and boundary condi-
tions, that is, the depth and the friction velocity, and the distributions of them may be 
expressed as universal functions of the normalized depth. For instance, the vertical 
profiles of the local mean velocity and the local mean shear stress, in which the 
Reynolds stresses are large compared with the mean viscous stresses, are expressed 
from this principle as 
              Uh-U =Au(                                              (3M  U
r 
              uw (z 
    Uf2U2H(3.2) 
in which H  ; the depth of flow,  z  ; the upward distance from the channel bed, u, 
 w; two components of the velocity fluctuation in the longitudinal and the vertical 
directions,  Ur  ; the friction velocity, U  ; the local mean velocity at z=z,  U,,  ; that 
at  z=H, r  ; the turbulent shear stress, p  ; the fluid density, and  0  ; the universal 
fuction of  z/H alone. Two subscripts of U and r in 0 are referring to the mean 
velocity and the shear stress, respectively. 
 3.2 Universal Functions of Turbulence Characteristics 
 Various forms of universal functions for turbulence characteristics have been pro-
posed by many researchers, and some of them have been verified by experimental 
investigations. The following relations are accepted as simple and general ones. 
Turbulence Intensity  : Usually the turbulence intensity is normalized by the friction 
velocity alone, then the universal function for the turbulence intensity becomes 
     Ut.,\H /) (3.3) 
   f This expression corresponds to the principle of Monin-Obukhov's  similarity,"' which 
was introduced originally for the vertical component of turbulent velocity in the 
atmosphere. 
Eulerian Integral Scale  : It is implied from the dimensional consideration by Enge-
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• 
 lund"' and the hypothesis of frozen turbulence that the normalizing quantities for the 
Eulerian integral scale L may be H(U/Uf), so that 
    Lz 
       H (U/U f)=ISLC F)(3.4) 
Energy Dissipation Rate : Using Eqs. (3.1) and (3.2), the energy production rate 
by turbulent shear stress in a two-dimensional free surface shear flow is expressed 
in the following form of a universal function 
                                   dU
z Hf3          dZ      [energy production  rate]  = -uw -ppH) (3.5) 
 Through the physical analogy of the turbulence energy production, the energy 
dissipation rate  E will be given by 
                       = A.( 
  U,VH (3.6) 
 As already assumed in Eq. (2.10), a is related to u2 and L by 
 c  =C  u"  (3,7) 
 The combination of Eqs. (3.3), (3.4) and (3.6) will establish Eq. (3.7), if all the 
physical assumptions involved are valid. The resultant expression, however, is of 
similar but a little different form. The validity of the physical significance underlying 
in all the descriptions should be examined through experiments. To proceed the 
examination, two among three expressions will be prerequestly given, and the last 
one will be then obtained. Three kinds of the total sequence will result, which will 
be listed in Table 3-1. 
  Other turbulence characteristics listed in Table 3-1 are derived from expressions 
of u', L and  f by means of the following relations. 
  From the analogy of isotropic turbulence,  Taylor's dissipation scale  1 is given  by" 
                       u2  15vAi-  (3.8) 
in which  v is the kinematic viscosity of fluid. 
  The definition of  Kolmogorov's local scale 1 is given  by" 
 1=  (0/01/4  (3.9) 
  A transformation of the Eulerian description in turbulence characteristics to the 
Lagrangian one can be made by use of the experimental relation of Hay and  Pas-
quil1,3" which is 
 TE  u')1 (3.  10)  T
E 
in which TE and  7.5 are the Eulerian and the Lagrangian integral time-scales.
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         Table  3-1 Some turbulence characteristics in forms of universal function. 
 Turbulence          CaseA Case B Case C 
Properties   
 Turbulence  u'  =.,c(zI,le _.,,(z1141- cbufcV  Intensityri .lf(U/U f)''3UPUfVW E IfHI 
Eulerian LB__LE__,LEalz\frZL                                 H =95LN(H)La - C  bLEC(1 Mean Scale H(1)           U/U f)r1111II(U/111)
 Energy 
 Dissipation  E „.__,,,,I 2\f obiZ  E  
 Rate U f3/Hr\H!U f3/H-'llil,Uf3/H(U/U f)#`c(Hz) 
 
2  2  
 Taylor's  H(U  f11/,)-1/2(U/U  f)1/3  A  
=021,t zlII(U fH/0-1/2(um 4172  Dissipation                                  H(U 
flI/v)-1/2VP Scale =Sa (L)5 b't (f1)  
             
1  I  
                             i Z Kolmogorov's //                                           -fit(z)11(17f114)-3"(U/Uf)), 4  Local 
 Scale 1 H(U fH/0-3' 4=rAla\Hi\                                H(Uill/r)-3'4nil-01c(zH) 
               - 
 Relation 
 between                                                    LE LagrangianLLU 
and EulerianUze 
 System 
 Lagrangian   LLA
na izlI   Lz =4LL61.z)  LL =Alitiz\  Mean ScaleH(U/U 42'3rk .FP H(U/U f)rlIllH(U/U f)2rif 
 i Diffusion  D'D ,                     DCoefficient-5bna(2)1 -"(2)            UMW/Up"HU fHH UfH(U/U  f)=95nc(fI)  
Eq. (3.10) can be also derived by the similarity theory of Kolmogorov, as already 
described in 2.1. 
 Under the assumption of frozen turbulence of Taylor, the Lagrangian integral 
time-scale  T1 and the turbulent diffusion coefficient D will be then expressed as 
                  TL—--L   - (3. 11)
                          ut 
 D-zeTz—u'L—r"D" (3. 12) 
 In Table  3-1, Case A is obtained from Eqs. (3.4), (3.6) and (3.7), the resultant 
expression for the turbulence intensi
(sty is            zil 6z)          U
f(U/Uf)I/3-=.r5,sHi (3.  13) 
Comparing this to Eq.(3.3) which shows the dependence of the turbulence intensity 
on the friction velocity alone, the turbulence intensity given by  Eq.  (3.13) depends 
not only on the friction velocity but also on the ratio of the local mean velocity to 
the friction velocity. 
 Based on the  Eqs.(3.3), (3.6) and (3.7),  Case  IFI will be obtained, in which the
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Eulerian integral scale is given by 
           --=FL()  (3.14) 
Eq.(3.14) corresponds with the expression obtained by  Velikanov,") under the assump-
tion of constant Strouhal number. 
3.3 Specific Forms of Universal Function 
 The expression of Eq. (3.6) may be considered to be more reliable than Eqs. (3.3) 
and (3.4), which are deduced through dimensional considerations and not determinis-
tic. In the following, Case C will be then omitted. 
Case  A: The specific form of universal function for the Eulerian integral scale will 
be obtained from the following model of a turbulence field. The Eulerian  integral 
time-scale depends mainly on the turbulence structure of low frequency range, which 
is controlled  by the property of a intermittent upward flow in a free surface shear 
flow, Therefore, it will depend mainly on the period of the intermittent upward flow 
which is generated near the channel bed. Considering that the quantity, which has 
the dimension of time and is made from the representative parameters of geometrical 
and bounday conditions, will  be  H/Uf, then the Eulerian integral time-scale can be 
represented by the function of  HlUf alone, independent of the vertical position from 
the channel bed. Finally, under the assumption of frozen turbulence, the Eulerian 
integral scale L will be given by 
      H(UlUf)—const,  (3.  15) 
in which the constant is universal. This expression corresponds to the experimental 
relation by  Engelund.'01 
 The first approximation for the energy dissipation rate is replaced by the energy 
production rate, which is expressed on the basis of a linear distribution of turbulent 
shear stress and of a logarithmic distribution of local mean velocity. However, 
comparing the Laufer's experimental  results,"") this approximation is too small 
near the free surface, so it is modified to 
 (3.  16)             UsIH 
 From the combination of Eqs. (3.6), (3.15) and (3.16), the turbulence intensity 
becomes 
                          24' 
         ) 
              U f (U /Uf)1"H-1/3                                                     (3.17) 
Case B: Many specific forms of universal function for the turbulence intensity and 
the Eulerian integral scale have been proposed experimentally. Some of them are as 
follows  : 
 For the turbulence intensity,  Jonsson" has expressed the following relation from 
the interpolation of experimental results, that is 
           uu =2.0-1.3(Hz) for 0I<z<1.0  (3.18) 
                           H
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 Velikanov"' assumed that the Strouhal number, which consists of the reciprocal 
value of Eulerian integral time-scale, depth and local mean velocity, that is 
   Sh=   (3,19)                 UT 
E 
is constant for a free surface shear flow, and that it is equal to 0.73 throughout a 
vertical section. Hence, under the assumption of frozen turbulence, the Eulerian 
integral scale becomes 
 =  1.  4  (3.20) 
This relation means that the macro-structure of turbulence is characterized by the 
eddy which has a constant length in the longitudinal direction, in contrast with Eq. 
(3.15) where that is characterized by the intermittent upward flow with a constant 
period. 




                       H 
 The verification of these specific forms described above should be examined 
experimentally. 
4. Statistical Effects of Finite Evaluating Time 
4.1 Running and Sampling Time 
 Because of an imperfect response of measuring apparatus  and a restricted duration 
of measurement, an estimator of a turbulence characteristics is sometimes distorted 
from the actual one. For instance, a measured instantaneous value should be regarded 
to be averaged over some running time for the real instantaneous value. Furthermore, 
since an estimator of mean quantity is obtained from averaging over some finite 
sampling time for the measured instantaneous value, it is not always corresponding 
to the real mean quantity, which is defined with an infinitesimally short running 
time and an infinitely long sampling time. 
 When the sampling for an instantaneous value measured with running time s is 
continued during the period from  (to  -T12) to  (to  ±T/2), the estimator of mean 
quantity,  <M>T(10,,,, is evaluated statistically by its lower-order  moments"), that is, 
bias  B[M], variance VAR  [M], and mean sqare error  MSE[M], which are defined as 
 B  [M]=  ERM>T1to,s]  —M=<M>r,s—  M  (4.1)
          VAR  [M]—  E  (<M)r. —  <M>r,^)2]  (4.2) 
 MSE  EM4  E  [(<M)rcto,s  —  21=  VAR  [W]  +BIM] (4.3) 
in which the symbol E means the expected value of the quantity in parenthesis,  Al 
is the real mean value,  <M>r,.: is the expected value of  <M>r,,,05,:.
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 4.  2 Evaluation of Estimated Turbulence Parameter 
Mean Velocity  : A measured instantaneous velocity  us(t) is expressed as 
       u (t) = St+" u (t)d t (4. 4) 
 s  I-5,2 
in which  u(t) is the exact instantaneous velocity, s is the running time. And the 
estimated mean velocity  KU>r(to),s is given by 
        <U>r(to,gt'1+2'ug(t)dt  (4.5)                    't
O-V/ 2 
 Then, the expected value of estimated mean velocity,  <U>T,s, becomes 
                1 2                                                   1TO/2
 <U>r,g =U 0, -V0/2UMTo dto = to-30o                                          TO./ 0 )_TO:2u(t)dt=U (4.  6)
                                                 in which U is the real mean velocity. Eq. (4.6) means  that there exists no bias in 
a mean velocity measurement. 
  The variance or the mean square error of the estimator of mean velocity can be 
deduced from  Eqs, (4, 2) or  (4.3) to be 
 VAR [U] = MS E[U] =n1j->co To-ror2/2“U>nto),s—U)2 dto 
                       =1-C04.7,2(us (t)—U)dt}2dto 
                                     TO-).To-no.2Tto-T. 2 
                     2T                      = 
. 0(T —-r)u; (t) u: (1 + r) dr  (4.7) 
in which 
 u;  =  Ito  (t)  —  U  (4.8) 
              u;(1)14(t+ r) =TO->oo2 7'2/20  -T /2zt:(t)u,;(t-Fr)dt  (4.  9) 
Noticing that in this section  it' does not mean the root mean square of u but an 
instantaneous fluctuating velocity. 
  From the property of covariance function  u;  (t)ui(r+  r  ), which will be seen later, 
it will be concluded that VAR  [U] or MSE[U] decreases with increasing of s or T. 
An example of statistical effects of running and sampling time for the estimator of 
mean velocity is presented in Fig. 4-1, which shows that the longer running and 
sampling time will produce the better estimator of mean velocity. Therefore, since 
the selection of a long sampling time is not so difficult, it will be desirable in a 
measurement of mean velocity to use an apparatus of long running time, that is, an 
equipment which has large inertia.
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     Fig. 4-1 An example of statistical effects of evaluating time in the estimation of 
               mean velocity. 
Turbulent  Velocity  : An apparent turbulent velocity is defined as the difference 
of  us(t) and.  <U>7..,0„s, and hence the estimator of squared turbulent velocity, 
 <u.">roo),s is expressed as 
             <un>nio,,s=Trt°0+T7:22(us (0— <U)Theobs)2 dt  (4.10) 
Then, the expected value of <1.72>r,, is to be 
           <te2>r,s 1.2J(T- r ) u ; Wu: (t -1-r)dt  (4,11) 
This relation means that  <272>7.,, increases with increasing samling time and with 
decreasing running time. 
 The variance and the mean square error of squared turbulent velocity are given by 
 VAREtt"1 = E  C(Ku.'2)rital,^)zi  —  (012)r,$)2 (4.12) 
 MSE[u'] EE(<0)rms,^)1]-2<u'2>r,sut2+  (u")2 (4.13) 
In these equations,  EL  (<u'2)nto,,^)21 and  <u">7.,s is nearly zero for small T and 
 EI(us2)roo,,^)21 approaches to  (<2412)755)2 for large T. From these properties, the 
following conclusions will result, that is,  VARrit'9 is very small when T is either very 
small or very large, and shows the maximum at a certain critical value of T which 
depends on s. On the other hand,  MSE[unD decreases uniformly with increasing T, 
and may be approximated to  (u")2 at small T and to  (u'2—<un)r,^)2 at large T. 
These properties are presented in Fig. 4-2.
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           Fig. 4-2 An example of statisticaleffects of evaluating time in the 
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 Through the above consideration, it will be concluded that the shorter running 
time and the longer sampling time will produce the better estimator of squared 
turbulent velocity. Therefore, it will be desirable in a measurement of turbulent 
velocity to use an apparatus of high sensitivity, contrasted to a measurement of 
mean velocity. 
 Covariance Function: Using the definition of an unbiased covariance function, the 
sample auto-covariance function of u(t),  <R(r)>T00,,s, becomes to be 
        <R(r)>7,00,,s=  1co.:,  T  —  7 itO-T/ 204, (t)—<U>nto,,^)(us(t+r)— <U)roo),^)dt 
 1  r+7/ 2-r usg                       (t)ut(t+r)dt                  T —z-tO-T. 2g 
 tO+T/2-,             —<CP>r(to,,s5t0-7, Strugt)dt —r (qP)r,t0),^)2} for  0<r<T  (4.14) 
in which 
 <P>r,in,,=<U>rcia„c—U  (4.15) 
 The expected sample covariance function,  <R(r)>r,s, will be obtained after some 
calculations as 
 (12(r)>ns  =<R(r)).„, —   r T (T —r)Tf(T—r,)<R(r1)›.),sdri 
 +5  (T  —r  —1-1)<R(r,)›.,s  dr,  —5r(r  —r1)<R(n)>=0,sdril  (4.16) 
in which
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 <R(r)>.,s  =  (1)u;  (2  +  r)  —  r  +s)R(rOdri 
 r(-ri+r+s)R(ri)dr,}  (4,17) 
The second term of right hand side in Eq. (4.16) may be negligible for large  T, and 
 <R(r)>.,, may be approximated to R(r) for small s, and hence a sample covariance 
function will approach to the real one when the running time is sufficiently small 
and the sampling time sufficiently large. 
 Integrating  KR(r)>,s with r from zero to infinity, the following relation will be 
obtained from Eq. (4.17). 
 <R(r)>c.,,s  dr=  So  R  (r)dr i.e.  <0>w,s  <7.  rn>co,s  =On  (4.18) 
which shows that the product of squared turbulent velocity  tin and integral time-scale 
 T,,, is independent of running time under the condition of a sufffciently large sampling 
time. 
 For example, let the covariance function be expressed by an exponential functional 
form, that is, 
 R(r)  u"  exp  (-  T.)  (4.20) 
then,  <R(r)>.,2 will become approximately to 
 <R(r)>.,s  =  exp  -    (4.  21) 
Strictly speaking, Eq. (4.21) does not coincide with the result of Eq. (4.17) especially 
in small r, but may be adopted as an approximate relation based on Eq. (4.18). 
 Substituting Eq. (4.21) into Eq. (4.16), the expected sample covariance function 
will be given by 
    <R(T)>T,s  ==e-,arn>oc,s2 (<7.m)o,^)2 K T  -  re-17,(1/am>w,s1) 
    <uri>co,s  T  (T  -  r)<7.,,s>00,s 
 _re-e /2'<in>.,s — 1)rT(T_F er 7<rm>...s _1)1 
    ,,s> 
 (4.22) 
 The combination of Eqs. (4.7) and (4.21) results in the following relation, that  is; 
 VAR  [U]  =  MSE[U]  <Un>..,s  TI<T"'s+ert<r"">-s  1  (4.23)  (T  / 
 Putting r  = 0 in Eq. (4.17) and substituting Eq. (4.20) into the resultant equa-
tion, it follows that 
 <u'=>.,, T s / TCs/rm — 1  -  2 (4.24) 
            u" 01>0.,, (s ITm)2
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 It may be concluded from above considerations that the effect of finite  sampling 
time in a measurement of covariance function is significant over any lag time, as 
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 Fig. 4-3 (a) An example of statistical effects of running time in 
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            Fig. 4-3  (6) An example of statistical effects of sampling time in 
                     the estimation of correlation coefficient. 
Spectrum Function: The spectrum function is defined by the Fourier transform 
of the covariance function, then the sample spectrum function  <S(f)>,,/,,,s is 
            <S(f )>r,i0,,, =4 5 <R (r)>T, cos  2rfr  dr  (4,25) 
and also the expected sample spectrum function is 
 <3  (  f  )>r,s  —  45  <R(r)>r,s cos  2rfr  dr  (4,26)
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 When the sampling time is infinite, the sample covariance function may be re-
written by the inverse Fourier trnsform of the sample spectrum function, 
 <R(r)>—,s  ---  o<S(f)>-,s cos  21rfr df  (4.27) 
Substituting Eq. (4.27) into Eq. (4.11), 
      04'2> r,s= (7412>.,s— — r)Cp<S(f )>—,s cos  2  7C  fr dfdr  (4.28) 
 Noticing the fact that the sample spectrum shows how the average power of  u;(t) 
is distributed over frequencies, this relation is rewritten by 
 So  <S(f)>Tadf  t,K.S(S)>.,:df  —  SoT  —  o<S(f)>.,s  cos  2irfr  dfdr 
             = JW (1 — sir2-7f)<S(S)>=,s df  (4.29)                 o(7rfT)2 
 Putting  r  =0 in Eq. (4.17), 
 <u">.,,=  —2 Sg(s—r)R(r)dr  (4.30)  s o 
which is rewritten by 
                                a°sin'tr/s 
             1)<..S01.)>.,sd.1=So77rfs)2S(f)df  (4.31) 
 From the combination of Eqs. (4.29) and (4.31), the resultant expression will be 
            cs( f>2.5sin'irfs(1_sin'irfT\s( f)  (4.32)                  '(rf 8)2\fT)2 
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                  Fig. 4-4 A sample of weighted complementary factor. 
 SmithSSl has obtained a similar result to Eq. (4.32) with a somewhat different method.
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 Eq. (4.32) shows that the sample spectrum is weighted by a complementary factor 
 sin'  fs (I_ sin2rrfT                      to the exact spectrum. The effect of running time modifies 
(rrf s)' (sr fT)2 
the spectrum at high frequency range, while that of sampling time at low frequency 
range. A sample of weighted complementary factor is illustrated in Fig.4-4. 
5. Experimental Investigation of Turbulence Characteristics 
 5.1 Experimental Arrangement and Data Processing 
 To investigate the Eulerian turbulence characteristics in a free surface shear flow, 
two series of turbulence measurement were carried out. One consisted of laboratory 
experiments in a smooth-walled rectangular channel of 13 m in length and 0.40 m in 
width. The other was field observations made at the Nobi Agricultural Canal which 
is located along the left-hand side levee of the River Kiso. This canal is a concrete-
coated rectangular channel of 600 m in length and 18 m in width, and the channel 
bed is set up at 1/480 in slope. 
 Hot-film probes of quartz-coated wedge-shaped (DISA  55A81) and of quartz-coated 
V-array (DISA 55A89), both 1 mm in length and 0.35 mm in width, were used to 
measure the longitudinal and the vertical components of turbulent velocity in the 
laboratory channel, and an amplifier (DISA 55A10) was used to operate the probes at 
a constant temperature with an overheating ratio of 0.05. The hot-film output was 
linearized using a linearizer (DISA  55D10). The usage of the hot-film anemometer 
requires sufficiently clean water to avoid an attachment of inpurity on the probe. 
On the other hand, a propeller-dynamo current meter (TOHO-DENTAN CM-1B) 
of 12.8 cm in diameter was used in field observations. Since a time-constant of 
this current meter is about  0.  5 sec, it is not suitable for a small-scale turbulence 
measurement, but may be useful for a large-scale turbulence measurement. 
 The velocity signal was FM tape recorded using a data recorder (TEAC R-400), 
and the analogue recorded signal was then digitalized by A-D converter (TEAC 
DP-300) through low-pass prefiltering to cut off a high frequency noise involved in 
the signal. The digitally sampled data were processed by means of Blackman and 
Tukey, using a digital computer  (KDC-If  ),  locates in the main campus of Kyoto 
University. 
  The Lagrangian turbulence measurements were performed by instantaneous tracking 
of floating particle-tracers on the free surface in two laboratory channels, one of which 
is a smooth-walled rectangular channel of 10 m in length and 0.25 m in width, and 
the other 15 m in length and 0.50 m in width, is smooth side-walled and of rough 
bed coated by sand grains. The dimension of solid-paraffin particle (specific weight 
0.873) which were used as tracers is 3 mm in diameter and 2  mm in thickness. The 
tracking of floating particles was made by means of photographical technique with 
 strobo-flash lighting, and 200 observations of tracking were repeated for each test run. 
The Lagrangian data were processed in a similar manner to the Eulerian ones. 
 The discharge and the depth of flow were artificially controlled in all the test runs. 
The width-depth ratio B/H was always kept larger than 10 to satisfy the condition of 
two-dimensionality of flow in the central parts of the channel. Hydraulic conditions of 
the Eulerian and the Lagrangian expeiments are listed in Table 5-1. In this paper, the 
experimental results obtained by other investigators were also used for the verification
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  of the turbulence characteristics, and the hydraulic conditions of their experiments 
 are listed in Table 5-2. 
             Table 5-1 Hydraulic conditions of Eulerian turbulence measurements. 
    
, - --- - -- --- 
              depthwidth depaspectmean'friction,velocityReynolds Filioude 
    B(cm) H(cm)v  Caseratiovelocityvelocity,ratio number number  13411 L 1
,,,(cmlsec) Uf (cm/sec)  Um  IU  f Re-U„,11114 'R-U14H                                                                  .-m g  
 SM-1 50  8.  00  6.3  69.  0   4.  00  17,  3  4,  34  x  104  0,  779 
SM-2 50  5,02  10,0  43,0  2,30  18,7  L  70  X  104  0,613 
SM-3 50  3,  24  15, 4  34,  4  !  2.  55  13, 5  8,  82  X103  0.610 
SM-4 50   2,  38  21.0  21.9  1,  13  19,  4  4.  10  x  103  0.453 
 35-1 50  6.  78  7,  4141.88,11 17.5  7,  59  X104  1,  74 
          1 
 SS-2 50  6  00  10.0  140.5  7.72  18.2  5.  20  x  104  L  86 
 SS-3 50  2,  58  19,  4  103.4  5,  00  20.7 2.  12  X  104  '  2,  06 
 SS-4 50  2,  44  2Q  5  100.8  4.80  21.0  1.95  x  104  2,  06 
 RM-I 50   3,  10  16.  1  54,  5  3.81  14.3  1.  20  x  104  0.989 
 RS-1  I 50  2.09  23,  9  47.  9   3.  13  15.3 7.  11  X103  ,  1.06 
 1-1 1800  158  11.  4  109.  7  '  5.  77  '  19.  0  L 52  x  10'  '  0,  79 
 1-2 1800 92  19,  6  137,  6  !  7.  65  !  18.  0  i  1. 10  x  106  Q  458 
 1-3 1800 49  36.7  81,  4   3.  94 20.7 6,50 x105"0' 371    
           Table 5-2 Hydraulic conditions of Lagrangian turbulence measurements. 
       widthdepth aspect mean ' friction  velocity  Reynolds  Fronde  Case
B(cm) H(cm)ratio velocity,velocityratio number ' number  BIH  U,,,(cmIsec)   I   O  f(cm/sec)!  U,,,IU  f  Re=UngT1B4R,-U,,,/sIgH 
 L-1  25  9.52  2.  63  '  66.8  '  3.99  16.7  5,  49  X101  0,  692 
  L-2  ' 25  6,  73  !  3.  71  54.5  2,  76  19.7  3,  99 x  10'  I  0.  671 
 L-3 25  4.  00  '  6.25  48,  0  L  68  28,  6  1,  41  X104  0.  767 
 5.2 Probability Distribution of Velocity Fluctuation 
 In general, the probability distribution of velocity fluctuation in isotropic turbulence, 
 p(u), is represented by normal Gaussian distribution, that is
        1ua         p (u)=-ex(--_)(5, 1)                    .127t ut2u2 
  and the skewness factor S and the flatness factor F, which are defined as 
           74.3 743   S=  - -F- (5.2)                  (
u2)3,2'6i)472 
  are to be 0 and 3, respectively. Similar results were obtained by  Townsend,"' Ippen 
  &  Raichlen,°' and  Hino"' even in non-isotropic turbulence. However, the experimen-
  tal results in boundary layer flow by  Compte-Bellot"' and Schraub &  Klein,'°' and in
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free surface shear flow by  Audis &  Smuteks' revealed that the probability distribution 
can not be expressed by Gaussian distribution and the skewness factor is  yarded 
with the distance from a boundary. 
 Examples of the probability distribution of longitudinal and vertical turbulent veloc-
ities are shown in Figs. 5-1 (a) and 5-1 (b), and the skewness factor in Fig. 5-2. 
The measurement of turbulent velocity were made by a dual-sensor hot-film probe 
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(DISA 55A89), and the calculation was made using 5000 data digitalized with a 
sampling frequency 200 Hz. As it is seen in these figures, the probability distribution 
is approximately Gaussian at the transient region and at the region close to the free 
surface. The skewness factor of longitudinal component is positive near the channel 
bed, negative in central parts, and approaches zero near the free surface, while that 
of vertical component is negative near the channel bed, positive in central parts, and 
approaches zero near the free surface. 
 Such characteristics of probability distribution may be explained qualitatively as 
follows. That is, velocity fluctuations in a free surface shear flow are characterized 
by the mixing of fluid particle between upper and  lower layers, and near the bottom 
an intermittent violent motion from upper layer is dominant (u'  >0,  < 0), in 
central parts that from lower layer is dominant  (u'<0,  ui > 0), and near the free 
surface the motion diminishes. The mechanics of the intermittent violent motion 
may be explained by the horse-shoe vortex  theory."'"' 
 5.  3 Correlation and Spectrum 
 Auto-Correlation Coefficient  : Correlation techniques have been broadly used to 
investigate the turbulence characteristics because of the simplicity of calcution and 
the clearness of physical meaning. However, the correlation coefficient in a free 
surface shear flow becomes so complicated from the nature of multi-structural 
turbulence that it can not be expressed by a simple functional form. Furthermore, 
an estimated correlation coefficient is affected severely by the finiteness of sampling 
time. Therefore, the correlation coefficient is not always useful. It becomes effective 
under the suitable conditions of evaluating time, only when the turbulence is uni-
structural or approximately uni-structural. 
  Fig. 5-3(a) shows an example of Eulerian auto-correlation coefficient in laboratory
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           Fig. 5-3(a) An example of the Eulerian auto-correlation coefficient 
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experiments using the wedge-shaped hot-film probe (DISA 55A81) under the sam-
pling frequency  f5=200  Hz, data amount N=1000, maximum lag  M=100, number 
of repetitions  R=10, and Fig. 5-3(b) in field observations using the propeller-
dynamo current meter under  4=2 Hz, N=1000, M=100, and R=5. As it is seen 
in these figures, in short lag time the auto-correlation coefficient of longitudinal
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turbulent velocity decreases rapidly independent of vertical positions, and then ap-
proaches gradually to zero value. These characteristics may be explained by the na-
ture of multi-structural turbulence. The effect of multi-structure is remarkable in the 
region near the free surface, and not so near the channel bed. This fact means that the 
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intermittent violent motion is dominant near the bed and the effect of multi-structure 
will be concealed. On the other hand, the intermittent violent motion generated 
near the bed is diminished during the upward transport, so that the nature of 
multi-structural turbulence will be remarkable near the free surface. 
 As already mentioned, it is difficult to express the auto-correlation coefficient in 
a whole lag time by a simple functional form, and the technique of "semi-scale" 
introduced by  Panofsky,") which is based of the exponential functional form of 
auto-correlation coefficient, can not be applied to determine the integral scale. 
Therefore, the evaluation based on the spectrum should be used to determine the 
integral scale corresponding to a certain factor. 
Frequency Power-Spectrum: An examples of the Eulerian one-dimensional frequency 
spectrum of longitudinal turbulent velocity is shown in  Fig.  5-4, measured by a 
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            Fig.  5-5 An example of the Lagrangian one-dimensional frequency 
                     spectrum of longitudinal velocity on the free surface.
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wedge-shaped hot-film probe  (DISA 55A81). For convenience of calculation, two 
kinds of sampling frequency,  fa  =  20 Hz and 200 Hz, were used and the number of 
repetitions  R=2 for the former and R=10 for the latter. The data amount are 
1000 for both cases. Half-black circles in Fig. 5-4 represent the values estimated 
from the data of  fr,=200 Hz. 
 These spectra are in good agreement with the Kolmogorov's -5/3 power law in both 
the regions of low and high frequencies. Similar results have been obtained by 
 Yokosi"' through field observations in the River Uji. The fact that -5/3 power law 
is established in more than two kinds of frequency ranges may be considered to be 
resulted from the nature of multi-structural turbulence. As seen in the Reynolds 
number similarity, a free surface shear flow in rectangular channel is essentially 
characterized by two geometrical parameters, the depth and the width, and hence a 
turbulence in a rectangular open channel has the nature of a double-structure. When 
the width is sufficiently large compared to the depth, the lower frequency range of 
the spectrum is characterized by the width, and the higher frequency range by the 
depth. Then, it may  be concluded that the frequency range from 8 Hz to 20 Hz in 
Fig.5-4 is characterized by the depth.  In higher frequency range than 20-30 Hz, 
both spectra seem to be represented by -3 power law. The verification of -3 power 
law in sufficiently high frequency ranges will require more precise experiments. 
  Fig.5-5 shows an example of the Lagrangian one-dimensional frequency spectrum 
of longitudinal turbulent velocity on the free surface. The measurements of the 
Lagrangian turbulent velocity were carried out by a tracking of floating particle 
tracers. The movement of each particle floating on the free surface was photographed 
at every 0.05 sec. Each test run was made by 100 observations of tracer tracking. 
As seen in Fig.5-5, the Lagrangian frequency spectrum in high frequency range 
is described by the -2 power law, which is coincident with the property in inertial 
sub-range presented by Eq.(2.12). 
5.4  Turbulence Parameter 
  Among the various estimating methods for the turbulence parameters, the one using 
spectrum may be preferably applied for the turbulence in free surface shear flow, 
and others are affected with the nature of multi-structure and with the finiteness of 
evaluating time. Therefore, in this paper, turbulence parameters were estimated by the 
following procedure. When the measurement is performed under suitable conditions 
of evaluating time, the effect of multi-structure and finiteness of evaluating time are 
not so significant for the turbulence intensity. Then, the turbulence intensity is 
firstly determined from the root mean square of fluctuating velocity. Secondly, the 
energy dissipation rate is estimated from the spectrum property in inertial sub-range, 
in which the universal constant in Eq.(2.5) is assumed to be  0.48.4" The Eulerian 
integral scale is determined lastly, using the previously estimated two parameters 
to Eqs. (2.10) and (2.21). 
  The estimations of turbulence intensity are illustrated in Figs.5-6(a) and 5-6(b), 
using a semi-log plot for the convenience of mutual comparison. The experimental 
results in free surface shear flows by  Jonsson," Raichlen", McQuivey &  Richardson8' 
and  Engelund"' are also given in these figures. In Fig.5-6(a), the turbulence intensity 
is normalized by the factor  LT1(U/Iff)1/3 corresponding to Case A in Table 3-1,
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and in Fig.5-6(b), by  U1 alone corresponding to Case B. From the comparison of 
these figures, it will be concluded that the scattering of experimental values in 
Fig.5-6(a) is small compared to that in  Fig.5-6(b). Therefore, the expression of 
Eq.  (3.13) would be better than Eq.(3.3). 
 In Fig. 5-7 the turbulence intensity normalized by  LI/  (U/Uf)1/3 is rearranged 
using a log-log plot, and the following interpolation form of the universal function will
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result except near the channel bed, that is 
              (un)1/2=036(z)1'Sfor  0. 52/H<1, 0 (5.  3)           Uf(U/Uf)i'2H 
 Normalizing the estimated Eulerian integral scale in the forms of universal function 
corresponding to Case A and B in Table 3-1, Figs.5-8(a) and 5-8(b) are presented. 
For comparison are also presented the experimental results by Ippen &  Raichlen," 
 Jonsson" and  Engelund,"' which have been obtained from the integration of auto-
correlation coefficient. An auto-correlation coefficient, however, depends severely on 
the finite sampling duraction, and sometimes is so complicated  that can not be 
represented by simple functional form. Therefore, it may be considered that these 
experimental results are a few examples successfully estimated. The estimating 
method in this paper is unique and somewhat different from others, and the appro-
priateness of it should be discussed more precisely in future. 
 At first sight of  Figs.  5-8(a) and 5-8(b), the scattering in the former seems to be 
smaller than that in the latter, so that the following interpolation formula correspond-
ing to Eq.  (3.15) will be obtained.
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 L      =0.15  (5.4)           H(U/U
f) 
 To examine the validity of the form of universal function for the energy dissipation 
rate proposed in Case A and B in Table  3-1, Fig. 5-9 was drawn up. While the
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        Table  5-3 Hydraulic conditionsof Eulerian turbulence measurements referenced 
                  in this paper. 
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                     of universal function corresponding to Case A and/or B.
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results of this investigation are estimated from the property of spectrum in inertial 
sub-range, other results by Raichlen" and McQuivey &  Richardson" have been 
estimated based on the Dryden's  method,"' that is 
                        U472c.  f  =15P-PS(f)df (5.5) 
                         This relation includes the assumption of isotropic and frozen turbulence, and will give 
an excessive estimation for a multi-structural turbulence. It may be understood from 
this that the results by others are somewhat large than that by author. The following 
expression corresponding to Eq.(3.16)will be interpolated, as seen in Fig. 5-9 
                =0.35(z    U'/HH (5.6) 
 The superiority of Case A will result based on the above discussions, which 
means turbulence parameters depend not only on the hydraulic conditions such as the 
depth, the friction velocity, and the relative vertical position, but also on the friction 
factor of the flow. 
6. Conclusive Remarks 
 As a conclusive description of this paper, a summary deduced from the results 
obtained through theoretical and experimental investigations will expressed in the 
following: 
1) Using the Kolmogorov's similarity theory, a whole aspect of one-dimensional 
spectrum for uni-structural turbulence is characterized by the two among three 
fundamental turbulence parameters, that is, the turbulence intensity, the Eulerian 
integral scale and the energy dissipation rate, and by the kinematic viscosity of fluid. 
2) Since the turbulence in a rectangular open channel flow is regarded to be multi-
structural, some considerations in the turbulence measurement should be required 
to extract the turbulence characteristics corresponding to a two-dimensional flow, in 
which the turbulence is uni-structural. To do this, a more preferable method is 
proposed on the basis of the spectral similarity of uni-structural turbulence. 
3) The vertical distribution of turbulence parameters in a two-dimensional free 
surface shear flow is represented in a form of universal function, and the functional 
forms for the tubulence intensity, the Eulerian integral scale and the energy 
dissipation rate, are obtained through theoretical and dimensional considerations. 
4) In a measurement of turbulence, statistical effects of finite evaluating time will be 
significant sometimes. The evaluation of estimators for some turbulence parameters 
is made using correlation  techniques, and the following results were obtained  ; for a 
measurement of mean velocity the longer the running time is the better, while the 
shorter the better for turbulent velocity. The sampling time is always expected to 
be long.
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5) Eulerian turbulence measurements were made in the laboratory experimental 
channel and the field canal using a hot-film anemometer or a propeller-dynamo 
current meter, and Lagrangian turbulence measurements in the laboratory were 
performed by means of the tracer tracking technique. 
6) Experimental results of the probability distribution show that the Gaussian 
distribution can not always  be applied for the turbulent velocity in a free surface 
shear flow. The skewness of longitudinal component is positive near the channel 
bed, negative in the central parts, and approaches to zero value near the free surface. 
On the other hand, the skewness of the vertical component indicates the opposite 
property to that of longitudinal component, that is, negative near the channel bed, 
positive in the central parts, and approaches to zero value near the free surface. 
Such characteristics of probability distribution may be explained qualitatively by the 
effect of an intermittent violent motion generated near the channel bed. 
7) The nature of multi-structural turbulence is found out clearly in the Eulerian 
one-dimensional frequency spectrum. The validities of -5/3 power law for Eulerian 
spectrum in the inertial sub-range and -2 power law for Lagrangian spectrum are 
verified experimentally. • 
8) The following forms of universal function are obtained for turbulence intensity 
 (u2)1", Eulerian integral scale L and energy dissipation rate E ; 
                  (u2)1,2= 036(z-1,3 
                f (LT/17f)L / 3H
 L  =0,  15  H(UIU  
f) 
         UJ—=0.35(±)      HH 
It is requested that further investigations will be endeavoured to verify the validity 
of experimental constants in these relations. 
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